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by Colin Staub

The Vietnamese government has reiterated its plan

to phase out scrap plastic imports altogether,

noting all scrap plastic will be barred beginning in

2025.

VNExpress reported last week that the government

of Vietnam announced the country “will not import

plastic scrap from 2025” and will work through the

backlog of scrap plastic containers that remain

stuck at the country’s ports.

There were nearly 21,600 containers of recyclables

sitting at ports as of late February, according to the article, and nearly half had been sitting for

longer than three months.

In an e�ort to get that material moving, “the government instructed the environment ministry to

issue environmental safety certi�cates to eligible containers so that their importers could use

them to manufacture products,” VNExpress wrote.

Vietnam imported 165 million pounds of scrap plastic from the U.S. in 2018, making it the sixth-

largest importer of U.S. plastic throughout the year. The country brought in 7 percent of the scrap

plastic exported from the U.S.
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Fiber and plastic exports drop 8% and 22%

Data Corner: The ongoing decline in US scrap plastic exports

Data Corner: The new world order in recovered paper exports
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The latest recycling industry news

Industry illness and injury rates hit

record low in 2021

According to federal data, the waste and

recycling industry injury rate fell in 2021,

bringing it to the lowest point since 2006. 

NRC panelists: Strong EPR requires

reduction, transparency

Model extended producer responsibility

bills and federal funding were two hot

topics at the 2022 National Recycling

Congress, with panelists calling for

packaging reduction and a broad overhaul

of the recycling system. 

NERC: Blended average prices fell 40%

in third quarter

Northeastern U.S. MRFs reported their

recyclables bales fetched an average of

$100 per ton during the third quarter, a

steep drop from the prior quarter. 

Higher plastic values alleviate some

sting from �ber markets

Prices for �ber bales are still searching for

rock bottom this fall, with OCC down by

about 25% over the past month. PET and
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